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Abstract
The Narrative Policy Framework (NPF) has been influential in 

changing the way political scientists analyse the narratives that 

individuals and institutions adhere to. However, the NPF 

assumes that people are influenced by narratives, but this has 

never been tested. The literature goes off of this assumption 

and analyses the structures of narratives and who is using them. 

This assumption has created a hole in the literature that could 

weaken the theory. By looking at public opinion data on 

narratives we are able to see if and how people and institutions 

are influenced by different narratives. We found that people are, 

in fact, influenced by narratives, but to which degree varies. 

Literature
• The NPF assumes that an individual’s policy 

preferences are influenced by policy narratives

○ However, this has never been empirically tested

• The theory supports this assumption

○ Narratives are used to expand/ shrink the scope of 

conflict 

○ Humans live in a bounded reality and make 

judgements based on prior beliefs/ knowledge 

○ Narrative structures have been used to predict 

support/ opposition 

• Research Question: Do policy narratives predict an 

individual’s policy preferences?

Key Findings
• Reinforce Levees

○ Policy narratives do not predict policy support

○ River recreation predicts policy opposition

○ A preference towards restoring river ecology predicts 
opposition 

• Remove Levees
○ Duty-based narratives predict policy support 

○ Support for policies that make the river more attractive 
predict support

○ Support for policies that restore river ecology predicts 
support

• Reconstruct Levees 
○ Policy narratives do not predict policy support

○ Support for policies that make the river more attractive 
predict support

• Pipeline

○ Engaged citizen narratives predict support

○ Support for risk aversion river policies predicts 
opposition

• Community Service 

○ Both duty-based and engaged citizen narratives predict 
support

• No Policy Action 

○ Duty based narratives predict opposition 

○ Opposition for policies that make the river more 
attractive predicts opposition 

Future Direction
● Publishing and contributing to NPF literature 

● Further analysing how people are influenced by 

different narratives to find the most viable way to 

clean the Portneuf River 

● Applying methods to analyse how institutions are 

influenced by narratives 

Methods
● Survey of 157 identified Portneuf River stakeholders. 

85 completed surveys (45% response rate)

● Models - Ordered logit with robust standard errors

Table 1: Impact of Policy Narratives on Policy Preferences


